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                 Just-in-Time 

 

The just-in-time (JIT) philosophy in the simplest form means getting the right quantity 

of goods at the right place and at the right time. The goods arrive just-in time, which is 

where the term JIT comes from. Although many people think that JIT is an inventory 

reduction program or another type of manufacturing process, it is far more than that. JIT is 

an all-encompassing philosophy that is founded on the concept of eliminating waste. The 

word waste might make you think of garbage, or paper, or inventory. But JIT considers 

waste anything that does not add value—anything. 

The broad view of JIT is now often termed lean production or lean systems. Its 

implementation has contributed to the success of many organizations and is used by 

companies worldwide. The benefits that can be obtained through JIT are so impressive that 

JIT has become a standard of operations in many industries, including the auto and 

computer industries. However, JIT is applicable to service organizations as well as to 

manufacturing and can even be used in your everyday life. JIT is not about any one factor, 

such as quality or inventory or efficiency. It is an entirely different way of looking at things. 

As we will see, JIT is a philosophy that overrides all aspects of the organization, from 

administrative issues to manufacturing, worker management, supplier management, and 

even housekeeping. It has contributed to the success of companies like Toyota (called the 

Toyota Production System or “TPS”) and Honda (called “the Honda Way”), and it can 

even contribute to success in your own life. 

 

                            THE PHILOSOPHY OF JIT 

 

      The philosophy of JIT originated in Japan. After World War II, the Japanese set 

themselves the goal of strengthening their industrial base, which included full employment 

and a healthy trade balance. Just-in-time (JIT) developed out of the nation’s need to survive 

after the devastation caused by the war. Although many authors say that the origins of JIT 

can be traced back to the early 1900s, no one can argue that the philosophy gained 

worldwide prominence in the 1970s. It was developed at the Toyota Motor Company, and 

the person most often credited with its development is Taiichi Ohno, a vice president of 

the company. JIT helped propel Toyota into a leadership position in the areas of quality 

and delivery. Since then, JIT has been widely adopted in all types of industries and has 



been credited with impressive benefits, including significant reductions in operating costs, 

improved quality, and increased customer responsiveness 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                           Elements of JIT 

 

1. Flexible resources 

2. Cellular layouts 

3. Pull production system 

4. Kanban production control 

5. Small-lot production 

6. Quick setups 

7. Uniform production levels 

8. Quality at the source 

9. Total productive maintenance 

10. Supplier networks 

 

Flexible Resources 

 

The concept of flexible resources, in the form of multifunctional workers and general 

purpose machines, is recognized as a key element of JIT, but most people do not realize 

that it was one of the first elements to fall into place. Taiichi Ohno had transferred to Toyota 

from Toyoda textile mills with no knowledge of (or preconceived notions about) 

automobile manufacturing. His first attempt to eliminate waste (not unlike U.S. managers) 

concentrated on worker productivity. Borrowing heavily from U.S. time and motion 

studies, he set out to analyze every job and every machine in his shop. He quickly noted a 

distinction between the operating time of a machine and the operating time of the worker. 

Initially, he asked each worker to operate two machines rather than one. To make this 

possible, he located the machines in parallel lines or in L-formations. After a time, he asked 

workers to operate three or four machines arranged in a U-shape. The machines were no 

longer of the same type (as in a job shop layout) but represented a series of processes 

common to a group of parts (i.e., a cellular layout). 

 

 

Cellular Layouts 

 

While it is true that Ohno first reorganized his shop into manufacturing cells to utilize labor 

more efficiently, the flexibility of the new layout proved to be fundamental to the 



effectiveness of JIT as a whole. The concept of cellular layouts did not originate with 

Ohno.It was first described by a U.S. engineer in the 1920s, but it was Ohno's inspired 

application of the idea that brought it to the attention of the world. Cells group dissimilar 

machines together to process a family of parts with similar shapes or processing 

requirements. The layout of machines within the cell resembles a small assembly line and 

is usually U-shaped. Work is moved within the cell, ideally one unit at a time, from one 

process to the next by a worker as he or she walks around the cell in a prescribed path. 

Work normally flows through the cell in one direction and experiences little waiting. In a 

one person cell, the cycle time of the cell is determined by the time it takes for the worker 

to complete his or her path through the cell. This means that, although different items 

produced in the cell may take different amounts of time to complete, the time between 

successive items leaving the cell remains virtually the same because the worker's path 

remains the same. Thus, changes of product mix within the cell are easy to accommodate. 

Because cells produce similar items, setup time requirements are low and lot sizes can be 

reduced. Movement of output from the cells to subassembly or assembly lines occurs in 

small lots and is controlled by kanbans (which we discuss later). Cellular layouts, because 

of their manageable size, work flow, and flexibility, facilitate another element of JIT, pull 

production. 

 

The Pull System 

A major problem in automobile manufacturing is coordinating the production and delivery 

of materials and parts with the production of subassemblies and the requirements of the 

final assembly line. It is a complicated process, not because of the technology, but because 

of the thousands of large and small components produced by thousands of workers for a 

single automobile. Traditionally, inventory has been used to cushion against lapses in 

coordination, and these inventories can be quite large. Ohno struggled for five years trying 

to come up with a system to improve the coordination between processes and thereby 

eliminate the need for large amounts of inventory. He finally got the idea for his pull system 

from another American classic, the supermarket. Ohno read (and later observed) that 

Americans do not keep large stocks of food at home. Instead, they make frequent visits to 

nearby supermarkets to purchase items as they need them. The supermarkets, in turn, 

carefully control their inventory by replenishing items on their shelves only as they are 

removed. Customers actually "pull through" the system the items they need, and 

supermarkets do not order more items than can be sold. Applying this concept to 

manufacturing requires a reversal of the normal process/information flow, called a push 

system. In a push system, a schedule is prepared in advance for a series of workstations, 

and each workstation pushes its completed work to the next station. With the pull system, 

workers go back to previous stations and take only those parts or materials they need and 



can process immediately. When their output has been taken, workers at the previous station 

know it is time to start producing more, and they replenish the exact quantity that the 

subsequent station just took away. If their output is not taken, workers at the previous 

station simply stop production; no excess is produced. This system forces operations to 

work in coordination with one another. It prevents overproduction and underproduction; 

only necessary quantities are produced. "Necessary" is not defined by a schedule that 

specifies what ought to be needed; rather, it is defined by the operation of the shop floor, 

complete with unanticipated occurrences and variations in performance. Although the 

concept of pull production seems simple, it can be difficult to implement because it is so 

different from normal scheduling procedures. After several years of experimenting with 

the pull system, Ohno found it necessary to introduce kanbans to exercise more control 

over the pull process on the shop floor. 

 

Kanban Production Control System 

Kanban is the Japanese word for card. In the pull system, each kanban corresponds to a 

standard quantity of production or size of container. A kanban contains basic information 

such as part number, brief description, type of container, unit load (i.e., quantity per 

container), preceding station (where it came from), and subsequent station (where it goes 

to). Sometimes the kanban is color-coded to indicate raw materials or other stages of 

manufacturing. The information on the kanban does not change during production. The 

same kanban can rotate back and forth between preceding and subsequent workstations. 

Kanbans do not make the schedule of production; they maintain the discipline of pull 

production by authorizing the production and movement of materials. If there is no kanban, 

there is no production. If there is no kanban, there is no movement of material. There are 

many different types and variations of kanbans. 

 

Small-Lot Production 

Small-lot production requires less space and capital investment than systems that incur 

large inventories. By producing small amounts at a time, processes can be physically 

moved closer together and transportation between stations can be simplified. In small-lot 

production, quality problems are easier to detect and workers show less tendency to let 

poor quality pass (as they might in a system that is producing huge amounts of an item 

anyway). Lower inventory levels make processes more dependent on each other. This is 

beneficial because it reveals errors and bottlenecks more quickly and gives workers an 

opportunity to solve them. 

 



Quick Setups 

Several processes in automobile manufacturing defy production in small lots because of 

the enormous amount of time required to set up the machines. Stamping is a good example. 

First, a large roll of sheet steel is run through a blanking press to produce stacks of flat 

blanks slightly larger than the size of the desired parts. Then, the blanks are inserted into 

huge stamping presses that contain a matched set of upper and lower dies. When the dies 

are held together under thousands of pounds of pressure, a three-dimensional shape 

emerges, such as a car door or fender. Because the dies weigh several tons each and have 

to be aligned with exact precision, die changes typically take an entire day to complete. 

 

Uniform Production Levels 

In addition to eliminating waste, JIT systems attempt to maintain uniform production levels 

by smoothing the production requirements on the final assembly line. Changes in final 

assembly often have dramatic effects on component production upstream. When this 

happens in a kanban system, kanbans for certain parts will circulate very quickly at some 

times and very slowly at others. Adjustments of plus or minus 10 percent in monthly 

demand can be absorbed by the kanban system, but wider demand fluctuations cannot be 

handled without substantially increasing inventory levels or scheduling large amounts of 

overtime. 

 

Quality at the Source 

For a JIT system to work well, quality has to be extremely high. There is no extra inventory 

to buffer against defective units. Producing poor-quality items and then having to rework 

or reject them is a waste that should be eliminated. Quality improvement efforts at Toyota 

accelerated as processes were being streamlined and the JIT system was formulated. It soon 

became obvious that smaller lot sizes actually encouraged better quality. Workers can 

observe quality problems more easily; when problems are detected, they can be traced to 

their source and remedied without reworking too many units. Also, by inspecting the first 

and the last unit in a small batch or by having a worker make a part and then use the part, 

virtually 100 percent inspection can be achieved. 

 

Total Productive Maintenance 

Machines cannot operate continuously without some attention. Maintenance activities can 

be performed when a machine breaks down to restore the machine to its original operating 

condition, or at different times during regular operation of the machine in an attempt to 



prevent a breakdown from occurring. The first type of activity is referred to as breakdown 

maintenance; the second is called preventive maintenance. 

 

 

 

Supplier Networks 

A network of reliable suppliers is also essential to JIT. Toyota mastered this element by 

selecting a small number of suppliers and developing strong, long-term working 

relationships with them. The following is a list of trends in supplier policies since the 

advent of JIT: 

1. Locate near to the customer.  

2. Use small, side-loaded trucks and ship mixed loads.  

3. Consider establishing small warehouses near the customer or consolidating warehouses 

with other suppliers.  

4. Use standardized containers and make deliveries according to a precise delivery 

schedule.  

5. Become a certified supplier and accept payment at regular intervals rather than upon 

delivery.  

Total Quality Management 

Total Quality management is defined as a continuous effort by the management as 

well as employees of a particular organization to ensure long term customer loyalty 

and customer satisfaction. Remember, one happy and satisfied customer brings ten new 

customers along with him whereas one disappointed individual will spread bad word of 

mouth and spoil several of your existing as well as potential customers. 

You need to give something extra to your customers to expect loyalty in return. Quality 

can be measured in terms of durability, reliability, usage and so on. Total quality 

management is a structured effort by employees to continuously improve the quality of 

their products and services through proper feedbacks and research. Ensuring superior 

quality of a product or service is not the responsibility of a single member. 

Every individual who receives his/her paycheck from the organization has to contribute 

equally to design foolproof processes and systems which would eventually ensure superior 

quality of products and services. Total Quality management is indeed a joint effort of 

management, staff members, workforce, suppliers in order to meet and exceed customer 



satisfaction level. You can’t just blame one person for not adhering to quality measures. 

The responsibility lies on the shoulder of everyone who is even remotely associated with 

the organization. 

W. Edwards Deming, Joseph M. Juran, and Armand V. Feigenbaum jointly developed the 

concept of total quality management. Total Quality management originated in the 

manufacturing sector, but can be applied to almost all organizations. 

Total quality management ensures that every single employee is working towards the 

improvement of work culture, processes, services, systems and so on to ensure long 

term success. 

Total Quality management can be divided into four categories: 

 Plan  

 Do  

 Check  

 Act  

Also referred to as PDCA cycle. 

Planning Phase 

Planning is the most crucial phase of total quality management. In this phase employees 

have to come up with their problems and queries which need to be addressed. They need 

to come up with the various challenges they face in their day to day operations and also 

analyze the problem’s root cause. Employees are required to do necessary research and 

collect relevant data which would help them find solutions to all the problems. 

Doing Phase 

In the doing phase, employees develop a solution for the problems defined in planning 

phase. Strategies are devised and implemented to overcome the challenges faced by 

employees. The effectiveness of solutions and strategies is also measured in this stage. 

Checking Phase 

Checking phase is the stage where people actually do a comparison analysis of before and 

after data to confirm the effectiveness of the processes and measure the results. 

Acting Phase 

In this phase employees document their results and prepare themselves to address other 

problems. 



 

 

 

 

 

                                        ISO 9000 Standards 

Increases in international trade during the 1980s led to the development of universal 

standards of quality. Universal standards were seen as necessary in order for companies to 

be able to objectively document their quality practices around the world. Then in 1987 the 

International Organization for Standardization published its first set of standards for quality 

management, called ISO 9000. The purpose of the International Organization for 

Standardization (ISO) is to establish agreement on international quality standards. It 

currently has members from 91 countries, including the United States. It created ISO 9000 

to develop and promote international quality standards. ISO 9000 consists of a set of 

standards and a certification process for companies. ISO 9000 certification demonstrates 

that companies have met the standards. The standards are applicable to all types of 

companies and have gained global acceptance. In many industries ISO certification has 

become a requirement for doing business. Also, ISO 9000 standards have been adopted by 

the European Community as a standard for companies doing business in Europe. In 

December 2000 the first major changes to ISO 9000 were made, introducing the following 

three new standards: 

● ISO 9000:2000, Quality Management Systems—Fundamentals and Standards: 

Provides the terminology and definitions used in the standards. It is the starting point for 

understanding the system of standards. 

● ISO 9001:2000, Quality Management Systems—Requirements: This is the standard for 

the certification of a firm’s quality management system. It is used to demonstrate the 

conformity of quality management systems to meet customer requirements. 

● ISO 9004:2000, Quality Management Systems—Guidelines for Performance: Provides 

guidelines for establishing a quality management system. It focuses not only on meeting 

customer requirements but also on improving performance.  

 

These three standards are the most widely used and apply to the majority of companies. 

However, ten more published standards and guidelines exist as part of the ISO 9000 family 



of standards. To receive ISO certification, a company must provide extensive 

documentation of its quality processes. This includes methods used to monitor quality, 

methods and frequency of worker training, job descriptions, inspection programs, and 

statistical process control tools used. High-quality documentation of all processes is 

critical. The company is then audited by an ISO 9000 registrar, who visits the facility to 

make sure the company has a well-documented quality management system and that the 

process meets the standards. If the registrar finds that all is in order, certification is 

received. Once a company is certified, it is registered in an ISO directory that lists certified 

companies. 

  

Benefits of ISO 9000 Series 

ISO 9000 series provides several tangible and intangible benefits which are listed below: 

1. This gives competitive advantage in the global market. 

2. Consistency in quality, since ISO helps in detecting non-conformity early which makes      

it possible to take corrective action. 

3. Documentation of quality procedures adds clarity to quality system. 

4. ISO 9000 ensures adequate and regular quality training for all members of the 

organization. 

5. ISO helps the customers to have cost effective purchase procedure. 

6. The customers while making purchases from companies with ISO certificate need not 

spend much on inspection and testing. This will reduce the quality cost and lead-time. 

7. This will help in increasing productivity. 

8. This will aid to improved morale and involvement of workers. 

9. The level of job satisfaction would be more. 

 

 

 

 

 

 



                                              Value engineering 

value engineering – An approach for designing and redesigning products and services to 

achieve the same functionality at less cost or achieve better functionality at the same cost; 

also known as value analysis. Value engineering techniques (1) identify the functions of a 

product or service, (2) establish a worth for each function, (3) generate alternatives through 

the use of creative thinking, and (4) select alternatives to reliably fulfill the needed 

functions to achieve the lowest life cycle cost without sacrificing safety, quality, or 

environmental attributes of the project. Value engineering is usually conducted by a multi-

disciplined team and applies a well-developed methodology. Value engineering is closely 

related to product simplification, which is the process of finding ways to reduce product 

complexity without sacrificing important functionality. Value engineering is also closely 

related to commonality, which involves using common parts across many products. 

Value engineering (VE) is a systematic method to improve the "value" of goods or products 

and services by using an examination of function. Value, as defined, is the ratio of function 

to cost. Value can therefore be increased by either improving the function or reducing the 

cost. It is a primary tenet of value engineering that basic functions be preserved and not be 

reduced as a consequence of pursuing value improvements.  

The reasoning behind value engineering is as follows: if marketers expect a product to 

become practically or stylistically obsolete within a specific length of time, they can design 

it to only last for that specific lifetime. The products could be built with higher-grade 

components, but with value engineering they are not because this would impose an 

unnecessary cost on the manufacturer, and to a limited extent also an increased cost on the 

purchaser. Value engineering will reduce these costs. A company will typically use the 

least expensive components that satisfy the product's lifetime projections.  

VE follows a structured thought process to evaluate options as follows. 

Gather information 

1.What is being done now? 

Who is doing it? 

What could it do? 

What must it not do? 

Measure 

2.How will the alternatives be measured? 

What are the alternate ways of meeting requirements? 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Cost
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Cost


What else can perform the desired function? 

Analyze 

3.What must be done? 

What does it cost? 

Generate 

4.What else will do the job? 

Evaluate 

5.Which Ideas are the best? 

Develop and expand ideas 

6.What are the impacts? 

7.What is the cost? 

8.What is the performance? 

Present ideas 

9.Alternative options are presented to the client, a recommendation is made for the best 

alternative and presented to the client for a decision. 

 

 

                Purchasing Management 

 

Purchasing Management is an important function of materials management. In any industry 

purchase means buying of equipments, materials, tools, parts etc. required for industry. The 

importance of the purchase function varies with nature and size of industry. In small 

industry, this function is performed by works manager and in large manufacturing concern; 

this function is done by a separate department. The moment a buyer places an order he 

commits a substantial portion of the finance of the corporation which affects the working 

capital and cash flow position. He is a highly responsible person who meets various 

salesmen and thus can be considered to have been contributing to the public relations 

efforts of the company. Thus, the buyer can make or mar the company’s image by his 

excellent or poor relations with the vendors. 

 



Objectives of Purchasing 

The basic objective of the purchasing function is to ensure continuity of supply of raw 

materials, sub-contracted items and spare parts and to reduce the ultimate cost of the 

finished goods. In other words, the objective is not only to procure the raw materials at the 

lowest price but to reduce the cost of the final product. The objectives of the purchasing 

department can be outlined as under: 

1. To avail the materials, suppliers and equipments at the minimum possible costs: 

These are the inputs in the manufacturing operations. The minimization of the input cost 

increases the productivity and resultantly the profitability of the operations. 

2. To ensure the continuous flow of production through continuous supply of raw 

materials, components, tools etc. with repair and maintenance service. 

3. To increase the asset turnover: The investment in the inventories should be kept 

minimum in relation to the volume of sales. This will increase the turnover of the assets 

and thus the profitability of the company. 

4. To develop an alternative source of supply: Exploration of alternative sources of 

supply of materials increases the bargaining ability of the buyer, minimisation of cost of 

materials and increases the ability to meet the emergencies. 

5. To establish and maintain the good relations with the suppliers: Maintenance of 

good relations with the supplier helps in evolving a favourable image in the business 

circles. Such relations are beneficial to the buyer in terms of changing the reasonable price, 

preferential allocation of material in case of material shortages, etc. 

6. To achieve maximum integration with other department of the company: The 

purchase function is related with production department for specifications and flow of 

material, engineering department for the purchase of tools, equipments and machines, 

marketing department for the forecasts of sales and its impact on procurement of materials, 

financial department for the purpose of maintaining levels of materials and estimating the 

working capital required, personnel department for the purpose of manning and developing 

the personnel of purchase department and maintaining good vendor relationship. 

7. To train and develop the personnel: Purchasing department is manned with varied 

types of personnel. The company should try to build the imaginative employee force 

through training and development. 

8. Efficient record keeping and management reporting: Paper processing is inherent in 

the purchase function. Such paper processing should be standardized so that record keeping 

can be facilitated. Periodic reporting to the management about the purchase activities 

justifies the independent existence of the department. 



                       Purchasing Procedure 

The procedure describes the sequence of steps leading to the completion of an identified 

specific task. 

1. RECOGNITION OF THE NEED 

The initiation of procedure starts with the recognition of the need by the needy section. The 

demand is lodged with the purchase department in the prescribed Purchase Requisition 

Form forwarded by the authorized person either directly or through the Stores Department. 

The purchase requisition clearly specifies the details, such as, specification of materials, 

quality and quantity, suggested supplier, etc. Generally, the low value sundries and items 

of common use are purchased for stock while costlier and special items are purchased 

according the production programmes. Generally, the corporate level executives are 

authorized signatories to such demands. Such purchases are approved by the Board of 



Directors. The reference of the approval is made on requisition and a copy of the requisition 

is sent to the secretary for the purpose of overall planning and budgeting. 

2. THE SELECTION OF THE SUPPLIER 

The process of selection of supplier involves two basic aspects: searching for all possible 

sources and short listing out of the identified sources. The complete information about the 

supplier is available from various sources, such as, trade directories, advertisement in trade 

journals, direct mailing by the suppliers, interview with suppliers, salesmen, suggestions 

from business associates, visit to trade fair, participation in industries convention, etc. 

Identification of more and more sources helps in selecting better and economical supplier. 

It should be noted that the low bidder is not always the best bidder. When everything except 

price is equal, the low bidder will be selected. The important considerations in the selection 

are the price, ability to supply the required quantity, maintenance of quality standards, 

financial standing etc. It should be noted that it is not necessary to go for this process for 

all types of purchases. For the repetitive orders and for the purchases of low-value, small 

lot items, generally the previous suppliers with good records are preferred. 

3. PLACING THE ORDER 

Once the supplier is selected the next step is to place the purchase order. Purchase order is 

a letter sent to the supplier asking to supply the said material. At least six copies of purchase 

order are prepared by the purchase section and each copy is separately signed by the 

purchase officer. Out these copies, one copy each is sent to store-keeper, supplier, accounts 

section, inspection department and to the department placing the requisition and one copy 

is retained by the purchase department for record. 

4. FOLLOW-UP OF THE ORDER 

Follow-up procedure should be employed wherever the costs and risks resulting from the 

delayed deliveries of materials are greater than the cost of follow-up procedure, the follow-

up procedure tries to see that the purchase order is confirmed by the supplier and the 

delivery is promised. It is also necessary to review the outstanding orders at regular 

intervals and to communicate with the supplier in case of need. Generally, a routine urge 

is made to the supplier by sending a printed post card or a circular letter asking him to 

confirm that the delivery is on the way or will be made as per agreement. In absence of any 

reply or unsatisfactory reply, the supplier may be contact through personal letter, phone, 

telegram and/or even personal visit. 

5. RECEIVING AND INSPECTION OF THE MATERIALS 

The receiving department receives the materials supplied by the vendor. The quantity are 

verified and tallied with the purchase order. The receipt of the materials is recorded on the 

specially designed receiving slips or forms which also specify the name of the vendor and 



the purchase order number. It also records any discrepancy, damaged condition of the 

consignment or inferiority of the materials. The purchase department is informed 

immediately about the receipt of the materials. Usually a copy of the receiving slip is sent 

to the purchase department. 

6. PAYMENT OF THE INVOICE 

When the goods are received in satisfactory condition, the invoice is checked before it is 

approved for the payment. The invoice is checked to see that the goods were duly 

authorized to purchase, they were properly ordered, they are priced as per the agreed terms, 

the quantity and quality confirm to the order, the calculations are arithmetically correct etc. 

7. MAINTENANCE OF THE RECORDS 

Maintenance of the records is an important part and parcel of the efficient purchase 

function. In the industrial firms, most of the purchases are repeat orders and hence the past 

records serve as a good guide for the future action. They are very useful for deciding the 

timings of the purchases and in selecting the best source of the supply. 

8. MAINTENANCE OF VENDOR RELATIONS 

The quantum and frequency of the transactions with the same key suppliers provide a 

platform for the purchase department to establish and maintain good relations with them. 

Good relations develop mutual trust and confidence in the course of the time which is 

beneficial to both the parties. The efficiency of the purchase department can be measured 

by the amount of the goodwill it has with its suppliers. 

 

Material handling is a necessary and significant component of any productive activity. It 

is something that goes on in every plant all the time. Material handling means providing 

the right amount of the right material, in the right condition, at the right place, at the right 

time, in the right position and for the right cost, by using the right method. It is simply 

picking up, moving, and lying down of materials through manufacture. It applies to the 

movement of raw materials, parts in process, finished goods, packing materials, and 

disposal of scraps. In general, hundreds and thousands tons of materials are handled daily 

requiring the use of large amount of manpower while the movement of materials takes 

place from one processing area to another or from one department to another department 

of the plant. The cost of material handling contributes significantly to the total cost of 

manufacturing.  

In the modern era of competition, this has acquired greater importance due to growing need 

for reducing the manufacturing cost. The importance of material handling function is 

greater in those industries where the ratio of handling cost to the processing cost is large. 



Today material handling is rightly considered as one of the most potentially lucrative areas 

for reduction of costs. A properly designed and integrated material handling system 

provides tremendous cost saving opportunities and customer services improvement 

potential.  

                              

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



                             Material management-material handling  

There are many ways by which material handling has been defined but one simple 

definition is “Material handling is the movement and storage of material at the lowest 

possible cost through the use of proper method and equipment”.  

Other definitions are:  

 “Material handling embraces all of the basic operations involved in the movement 

of bulk, packaged, and individual products in a semisolid or solid state by means of 

machinery, and within limits of a place of business”.  

 “Material handling is the art and science of moving, storing, protecting, and 

controlling material”  

 “Material handling is the preparation, placing, and positioning of materials to 

facilitate their movement or storage”.  

OBJECTIVES OF MATERIAL HANDLING  

The primary objective of a material handling system is to reduce the unit cost of production. 

The other subordinate objectives are:  

1. Reduce manufacturing cycle time  

2. Reduce delays, and damage  

3. Promote safety and improve working conditions  

4. Maintain or improve product quality  

5. Promote productivity  

i. Material should flow in a straight line 

ii. Material should move as short a distance as possible 

iii. Use gravity 

iv. Move more material at one time 

v. Automate material handling 

       6. Promote increased use of facilities  

i. Promote the use of building cube 

ii. Purchase versatile equipment 

iii. Develop a preventive maintenance program 



iv. Maximize the equipment utilization etc.  

       7. Reduce tare weight  

       8. Control inventory  

Reduce Cost of Handling  

The total cost of material handling per unit must decrease. The total cost per unit is the sum 

of the following:  

1. Cost of material handling equipment – both fixed cost and operating cost calculated 

as the cost of equipment divided by the number of units of material handled over 

the working life of the equipment.  

2. Cost of labor – both direct and indirect associated cost calculated in terms of cost 

per unit of material handled.  

3. Cost of maintenance of equipment, damages, lost orders and expediting expenses, 

also calculated, in terms of cost per unit of material handled.  

Reduced Manufacturing Cycle Time  

The total time required to make a product from the receipt of its raw material to the finished 

state can be reduced using an efficient and effective material handling system. The 

movement of the material can be faster and handling distance could be reduced with the 

adoption of an appropriate material handling system.  

 

PRINCIPLES OF MATERIAL HANDLING 

Following are the principles of material handling: 

1. Planning principle: All handling activities should be planned. 

2. Systems principle: Plan a system integrating as many handling activities as 

possible and co-coordinating the full scope of operations (receiving, storage, 

production, inspection, packing, warehousing, supply and transportation). 

3. Space utilization principle: Make optimum use of cubic space. 

4. Unit load principle: Increase quantity, size, weight of load handled. 

5. Gravity principle: Utilize gravity to move a material wherever practicable. 

6. Material flow principle: Plan an operation sequence and equipment arrangement 

to optimize material flow. 



7. Simplification principle: Reduce combine or eliminate unnecessary movement 

and/or equipment. 

8. Safety principle: Provide for safe handling methods and equipment. 

9. Mechanization principle: Use mechanical or automated material handling 

equipment. 

10. Standardization principle: Standardize method, types, size of material handling 

equipment. 

11. Flexibility principle: Use methods and equipment that can perform a variety of task 

and applications. 

12. Equipment selection principle: Consider all aspect of material, move and method 

to be utilized. 

13. Dead weight principle: Reduce the ratio of dead weight to pay load in mobile 

equipment. 

14. Motion principle: Equipment designed to transport material should be kept in 

motion. 

15. Idle time principle: Reduce idle time/unproductive time of both MH equipment 

and man power. 

16. Maintenance principle: Plan for preventive maintenance or scheduled repair of all 

handling equipment. 

17. Obsolescence principle: Replace obsolete handling methods/equipment when 

more efficient method/equipment will improve operation. 

18. Capacity principle: Use handling equipment to help achieve its full capacity. 

19. Control principle: Use material handling equipment to improve production 

control, inventory control and other handling. 

20. Performance principle: Determine efficiency of handling performance in terms of 

cost per unit handled which is the primary criterion. 

 

LIMITATIONS OF AUTOMATED MATERIAL HANDLING SYSTEMS:  

A good management practice is to weigh benefits against the limitations or disadvantages 

before contemplating any change. Material handling systems also have consequences that 

may be distinctly negative. These are:  



1. Additional investment  

2. Lack of flexibility  

3. Vulnerability to downtime whenever there is breakdown  

4. Additional maintenance staff and cost  

5. Cost of auxiliary equipment.  

6. Space and other requirements:  

The above limitations or drawbacks of adopting mechanized handling equipment have been 

identified not to discourage the use of modern handling equipment but to emphasize that a 

judicious balance of the total benefits and limitations is required before an economically 

sound decision is made.  

 


